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Abstract

We present a series of empirical studies
aimed at illuminating more precisely the
likely contribution of semantic roles in im-
proving statistical machine translation ac-
curacy. The experiments reported study
several aspects key to success: (1) the fre-
quencies of types of SMT errors where
semantic parsing and role labeling could
help, and (2) if and where semantic roles
offer more accurate guidance to SMT than
merely syntactic annotation, and (3) the po-
tential quantitative impact of realistic se-
mantic role guidance to SMT systems, in
terms of BLEU and METEOR scores.

1 Introduction

In this investigative paper, we present a new set of
empirical studies aimed at illuminating more pre-
cisely the likely contribution of semantic parsing
and role labeling toward improving statistical ma-
chine translation accuracy.

The most glaring errors made by statistical
machine translation systems continue to be those
resulting in confusion of semantic roles. These
sorts of translation errors often result in serious
misunderstandings of the essential meaning of the
source utterances —who did what to whom, for
whom or what, how, where, when, and why.

It has been widely observed that the nega-
tive impacts of such errors on the utility of the
translation are inadequately reflected by evaluation
metrics based on lexical criteria. The accuracy of
translation lexical choice has reached increasingly
satisfactory levels—at least for largely literal gen-
res such as newswire — which helps boost lexi-
cally oriented scores such as BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002) or METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005)
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despite serious role confusion errors in the transla-
tions.

It has also often been noted that precision-
oriented metrics such as BLEU tend to reward flu-
ency more than adequacy (in particular, BLEU’s
length penalty is only an indirect and weak indica-
tor of adequacy). Today’s SMT systems produce
translations that often contain significant role con-
fusion errors but nevertheless read quite fluently.

Thus, while recent years have seen continued
improvement in the accuracy of statistical machine
translation systems as measured by such lexically
based metrics, this underestimates the effect of the
persistent errors of role confusion upon the actual
translation utility.

This situation leads us to consider the poten-
tial application of shallow semantic parsing and se-
mantic role labeling models to SMT, in ways that
might reduce role confusion errors in the transla-
tion output. Within the lexical semantics commu-
nity, increasingly sophisticated models for shallow
semantic parsing are being developed. Such se-
mantic parsers, which automatically label the pred-
icates and arguments (roles) of the various seman-
tic frames in a sentence, could automatically iden-
tify inconsistent semantic frame and role mappings
between the input source sentences and their output
translations. This approach is supported by the re-
sults of Fung et al. (2006), which reported that (for
the Chinese-English language pair) approximately
84% of semantic role mappings remained consis-
tent cross-lingually across sentence translations.

We approach this promise with caution, how-
ever, given the painful lessons learned through the
historical difficulty of making syntactic and se-
mantic models contribute to improving SMT accu-
racy. The past decade has at last seen increasing
amounts of evidence that SMT accuracy can indeed
be improved via tree-structured and syntactic mod-
els (e.g., Wu (1997); Chiang and Wu (2008); Wu
and Chiang (2009)) despite numerous disappoint-
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ing attempts Och et al. (2004). More recently, lex-
ical semantics models for word sense disambigua-
tion have also finally been successfully applied to
increasing SMT accuracy (e.g., Carpuat and Wu
(2007), Chan et al. (2007); Giménez and Màrquez
(2007a)) again after surprising initial failures (e.g.,
Carpuat and Wu (2005)). In both the syntactic
and semantic cases, improving SMT accuracy ul-
timately required making major adaptations to the
original linguistic models. We can reasonably ex-
pect it to be at least as difficult to successfully adapt
the even more complex types of lexical semantics
modeling from semantic parsing and role labeling.

Avoiding the many potential blind alleys calls
for careful analysis and evaluation of (1) the fre-
quencies of types of SMT errors where semantic
parsing and role labeling could help, (2) if and
when semantic roles offer more accurate guidance
to SMT than merely syntactic annotation, and (3)
the potential quantitative impact of realistic seman-
tic role guidance to SMT systems, at least in terms
of scores such as BLEU and METEOR.

In this paper, we present a series of four exper-
iments designed to address each of these questions,
using Chinese-English parallel resources, a typical
representative SMT system based on Moses, and
shallow semantic parsers for both English and Chi-
nese.

2 Related work

While this is a new avenue of inquiry, the back-
ground relevant to the experiments described here
includes (1) a broad body of work on shallow se-
mantic parsing and semantic role labeling, the ma-
jority of which has been performed on English, (2)
a relatively small body of work specific to seman-
tic parsing and semantic role labeling of Chinese,
and (3) a proposal to measure semantic role over-
lap as one of the key factors in new MT evaluation
metrics.

2.1 Shallow semantic parsing

Semantic parsers analyze a sentence with the aim
of identifying the “who did what to whom, for
whom or what, how, where, when, and why.”
Shallow semantic parsing extracts the predicate-
argument structure of verbs in a sentence based on
the syntactic tree of that sentence. For example,
the predicate argument structure of the verb hold
in Figure 1 specifies a “holding” relation between
both sides (who) and meeting (what) on Sunday

 
Figure 1: Chinese shallow semantic parsing exam-
ple.

(when). For a sentence with multiple verbs, there
can be multiple predicate argument structures.

Shallow semantic parsing systems are mostly
based on classifiers that learn from a manually
annotated semantic corpus (Gildea and Jurafsky
(2002), Pradhan et al. (2005)). Following the
publication of the Proposional Bank (PropBank)
(Palmer et al., 2005) first in English, then in Chi-
nese, it has been possible to train these classifiers
to perform semantic analysis on news wire type of
texts.

2.2 Chinese shallow semantic parsing

Systems that perform shallow semantic parsing on
Chinese texts are likewise based on classifiers and
trained on the Chinese PropBank and the bilingual
Chinese-English Parallel PropBank (Sun and Ju-
rafsky (2004), Xue (2006), Fung et al. (2006)). It
is interesting to note that, despite the very different
characteristics of Chinese verbs (Xue and Palmer,
2005) from those in English, the core algorithm of
a shallow semantic parser remains the same. As
was found to be the case in English, SVM classi-
fiers have been found to outperform maximum en-
tropy classifiers for this task (Fung et al., 2006).
The primary difference lies in the feature set cho-
sen to represent semantic information.

In experiments carried out on PropBank data
using gold standard syntactic parse trees, extended
syntactic features such as Path Trigram and Path
Abbreviations were found to have the highest
contribution to system performance (Fung et al.,
2006). Another feature, Verb Cluster, was also
found to be most useful by Xue and Palmer (2005).
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Figure 2: Example of semantic frames in Chinese input and English MT output.

2.3 MT evaluation metrics based on semantic
role overlap

Giménez and Màrquez (2007b) and Giménez and
Màrquez (2008) introduced and refined a set of
new MT evaluation metrics employing rich assort-
ments of features reflecting various kinds of simi-
larity at lexical, shallow syntactic, deep syntactic,
shallow semantic, and deep semantic levels.

Under a number of scenarios—particularly the
out-of-domain scenarios—measuring the overlap
of shallow semantic roles between the source and
target language sentence pairs contributes to im-
proved correlation with human judgment of trans-
lation quality. Unsurprisingly, measuring the over-
lap of manually annotated deep semantic relations
contributes even more in some scenarios. How-
ever, given the state of automatic semantic parsing
technology, realistically we are today still much
closer to being able to incorporate automatic shal-
low semantic parsing into working SMT systems,
and thus we focus on shallow semantic parsing and
semantic role labeling for the present.

3 Semantic frames in SMT output

The first of the experiments aims to provide a more
concrete understanding of one of the key questions
as to the role of semantic parsing in SMT: howwell
do typical current SMT systems already perform on

semantic frames?
The annotated example in Figure 2 shows,

from bottom to top, (IN) a fragment of a typical
Chinese input source sentence that is drawn from
newswire text, (REF) the corresponding fragment
from its English reference sentence, and (MT)
the corresponding fragment of the output sentence
from a state-of-the-art SMT system.

A relevant subset of the semantic roles and
predicates has been annotated in these fragments.
In the Chinese input and its corresponding English
reference, there are two main verbs marked PRED.
The first, (arrived), has two arguments: one in an
ARG0 agent role, (Kerry); and another in an ARG4
destination role, (Cairo). The second verb, (en-
gaged), has four arguments: one in an ARG0 agent
role, again (Kerry); one in an ARG1 role, (dis-
cussions); and two others in ARGM-MNR manner
roles, (with Mubarak) and (on topics).1

In contrast, in the SMT translation output,
a very different set of predicates and arguments
is seen. While the PRED arrived still has the
same correct ARG0 Kerry and ARG4 Cairo,
now the ARGM-MNR manner role with President
Mubarak is incorrectly modifying the arrived, in-
stead of an engaged predicate. In fact, the en-

1Minor variations on the role labeling in these examples are
possible, but not central to the present point.
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Figure 3: Example of semantic frames in Chinese input and English MT output.

gaged predicate has erroneously been completely
dropped by the SMT system, so there is no verb to
which the arguments of engaged can be attached.

Figure 3 shows another typical example.
Again, PRED marks the main verb in the Chinese
input source fragment and its corresponding En-
glish reference, (taking). It has two arguments: an
ARG1 (battle examples) and an ARG2 (analysis
and study).

The SMT translation output, however, not
only lacks the main verb, but includes many incor-
rect predicates and roles. Such spurious predicate-
argument structures are clearly seriously detrimen-
tal to even cooperative readers straining to guess
the meaning of the original Chinese.

3.1 Experimental setup
To assess the above sorts of phenomena quantita-
tively, we designed an experiment making use of
745 bi-sentences extracted from the Parallel Prop-
Bank with gold standard annotations of both syn-
tactic and semantic roles.

We use the Chinese sentences as system input
and their corresponding English translations as the
reference translations. We use the open source sta-
tistical machine translation decoder Moses (?) for
the experiments, translating the PropBank Chinese
sentences into English with the samemodel trained
for our participation in the IWSLT 2007 evaluation
campaign (Shen et al., 2007).The English transla-
tions generated by the decoder are the system out-
put. Based on the system input and the reference

Table 1: Accuracy of predicate-argument structure
in Chinese-English SMT output for data set A.
P-A
Structure

Precision Recall F-measure

Predicate 0.98 0.57 0.72
ARG0 0.74 0.38 0.50
ARG1 0.73 0.41 0.53
ARG2 0.82 0.32 0.46
ARG3 1.00 0.67 0.80
ARG4 1.00 0.33 0.51
All ARGs 0.74 0.39 0.51

translation, we intend to investigate whether the
predicate verbs are correctly translated and their
predicate-argument structures preserved in the sys-
tem output.

We first randomly select 50 bi-sentences,
without any constraint on the translation accuracy
of the predicate verbs, to form the first observation
data set (data set A).

3.2 Experimental results

Human evaluation of these results show that, for
all 138 predicate verbs in the system input (Chi-
nese sentences), only 79 (around 57%) of them are
correctly translated in the system output; and given
such correctly translated predicate verbs, the trans-
lation of their semantic arguments can only achieve
around 51% overall F-measure. The detailed re-
sults are shown in Table 1.
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Table 2: Accuracy of predicate-argument structure
in Chinese-English SMT output for data set B.
P-A
Structure

Precision Recall F-measure

Predicate 1.00 1.00 1.00
ARG0 0.83 0.66 0.74
ARG1 0.84 0.78 0.81
ARG2 0.80 0.78 0.38
ARG3 0.00 0.00 N/A
ARG4 0.50 1.00 0.66
All ARGs 0.84 0.68 0.75

43% of the Chinese predicate verbs are ei-
ther not translated at all into English or are trans-
lated into a different part-of-speech category such
as nouns or adjectives. As shown in Figure 4, the
predicate verb位/located in the input Chinese sen-
tence is not translated in the system output

4 Semantic roles in SMT output

In the previous experiment, the semantic role accu-
racy in output translations was negatively affected
by errors in identifying the central verb in the first
place—as we have seen in both introductory ex-
amples of Section 3 as well as the example of Fig-
ure 1. Without the verb, properly identifying the
arguments becomes meaningless. It is therefore
worth asking a secondary version of the question:
providing the verb is correctly translated, then how
well do typical current SMT systems perform on
semantic roles?

4.1 Experimental setup
Since nearly half of the predicate verbs in the sys-
tem input are not translated or wrongly translated
in the system output in the previous experiment, we
construct another data set (data set B) by randomly
selecting 50 bi-sentences under an additional con-
straint that all predicate verbs are correctly trans-
lated. We carry out the same analysis on data set B
and the result is shown in Table 2.

4.2 Experimental results
For data set B, the overall F-measure of the transla-
tion of the semantic arguments is about 75%, which
is 24 points higher than that in data set A.

In this data set B, we also find that some of the
semantic roles are missing in the system output.

A common type of translation error occurs
when a group of words that together have a sin-

gle semantic role in the source language (Chinese)
are split into separate groups in the translation (En-
glish) often in the wrong word order. In the exam-
ple of Figure 5, the phrase其所有资产的偿债率 in
the input is translated into two separate phrases in
the output: its debt rate and of the assets, creating
different semantic relationships compared to the
original semantic role of the source phrase. Finally,
even though all the words in the arguments of a cer-
tain predicate verb are correctly translated into En-
glish, their semantic roles are found to be confusing
in the translation leading to ambiguity in the inter-
pretation of the translated sentences. As shown in
the example of Figure 6, although words in both
ARG0 and ARG1 are correctly translated into En-
glish, we still cannot understand the final translated
sentence because the semantic roles of these two
phrases are confused. We cannot tell which seman-
tic rolesMyanmar and Thailand's government and
the two countries border trade agreements are sup-
posed to play. This confusion arises from the incor-
rect position of the predicate verb signed.

As we can see, the types of translation errors
shown in the examples of Figures 3 to 5 lead to
ambiguity in the final understanding of the transla-
tion even though the system output still reads flu-
ently. This is caused by the fact that current n-gram
based SMT systems are not designed to take se-
mantic roles into consideration.

5 Semantic vs. syntactic roles

The third experiment aims to answer another key
question: if we favor semantic role consistency
across both the source input sentence and the out-
put translation, would this outperform merely fa-
voring syntactic role consistency across the bisen-
tence? In other words, does incorporating semantic
role analysis contribute anything beyond the cur-
rent work on syntactic SMT models?

5.1 Experimental setup

To address this question, we perform a different
analysis of the previously described set of 745
bilingual sentence pairs with manually annotated
syntactic and semantic roles from the Parallel Prop-
Bank.

The syntactic roles aremanually annotated ac-
cording to Treebank guidelines. Whereas the Chi-
nese sentences are annotated with both “subject”
and “object” syntactic roles, their English counter-
parts are only annotated with “subject” roles with-
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IN [ARG0上述开发区]基本 [PRED位]于 [ARG1福建经济最为活跃的东南部地区]。

REF The above-mentioned development zones are basically [PRED located] in the southeastern area of
Fujian whose economy is the most active.

MT The basic development zones in the southeastern region of Fujian ' s economy is the most active.

Figure 4: Example of semantic frames in Chinese input and English MT output.

IN 去年四月，ＣＲ公司开始了其破产程序，[ARG0其所有资产的偿债率]仅 [PRED为] [ARG1
百分之五]。

REF In April of last year, the CR Company began bankruptcy procedures and [ARG0 the debt compen-
sation rate of all its assets] [PRED was] only [ARG1 5 %].

MT In April of last year, the company began bankruptcy procedures, all of its debt rate [PREDwas] only
[ARG1 five percent] [ARG0 of the assets] of the CR.

Figure 5: Example of semantic frames in Chinese input and English MT output.

Table 3: Syntactic role mapping in Chinese (ZH)
to English (EN) translations.
Syntactic role mapping Freq Pct
ZH subject ↔ EN subject 514 84.26%
ZH subject ↔ EN NP 44 7.21%
ZH subject ↔ EN PP 31 5.08%
ZH subject ↔ EN S 15 2.46%
ZH subject ↔ EN other 6 0.98%

out the “object” roles.
Furthermore, we manually align the predicate

argument structures across the bi-sentences for our
experiment.

The experiment is done as follows:

1. We first extract all predicate argument struc-
ture mappings from the manually annotated
and structurally aligned corpus. We compute
the statistics of direct semantic role mappings
(ARGi to ARGi) based on the translation.

2. From the output of step 1, we further look at
the syntactic roles associated with each bilin-
gual argument mapping. We use the semantic
role boundaries from the annotated corpus to
find the syntactic roles.

3. The corresponding Chinese/ English syntac-
tic roles are then constructed as syntactic role
mappings.

5.2 Experimental results

Given all the direct semantic role mappings from
Chinese to English, their corresponding subject
syntactic role mappings are listed below in Table 3.
We can see that only 84.26% of direct semantic
role mappings result from direct syntactic role pro-
jections. More than 15% of the subjects are not
translated into subjects, even though their seman-
tic roles are preserved across language.

This result shows that semantic roles enforce
cross-lingual translation patterns more correctly
than syntax. Whereas syntactic roles vary for each
language, semantic roles that convey the meaning
of a sentence are translingual.

6 Improving SMT with semantic frames

In the fourth experiment, we aim to assess the po-
tential quantitative impact of realistic semantic role
guidance to SMT systems, in terms of BLEU and
METEOR scores. This is done by simulating the
effect of enforcing consistency between the seman-
tic predicates and arguments across both the input
source sentence and the translation output.

6.1 Experimental setup

For this experiment, we return to data set B, as
described in Section 4.1. For each sentence, two
types of semantic parse based corrections are per-
mitted to the output translation.

First, the constituent phrases corresponding to
either the predicates or the arguments for any la-
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IN [ARG0缅甸和泰国政府]今天下午在此间 [PRED签订]了 [ARG1两国边境贸易协定]。

REF This afternoon [ARG0 the Myanmaran and Thai governments] [PRED signed] [ARG1 an agree-
ment on border trade between their two countries] here.

MT [ARG? Myanmar and Thailand ' s government] of [ARG? the two countries border trade agree-
ments] [PRED signed] here this afternoon.

Figure 6: Example of semantic frames in Chinese input and English MT output.

IN 加工贸易在广东外经贸发展中占有举足轻重的地位，同时也是粤港澳台经贸合作的重要内容。

REF The processing trade occupies a crucial position in the development of foreign economy and trade
in Guangdong and at the same time is important content in the economic and trade cooperation
between Guangdong , Hong Kong , Macao and Taiwan.

MT In the processing trade in Guangdong ' s foreign trade and economic development
in Guangdong , Hong Kong , Macao , Taiwan occupies a decisive position at the same time ,
it is an important content of the economic and trade cooperation.

RE-ORDERED In the processing trade occupies a decisive position in Guangdong ' s foreign trade and
economic development at the same time , it is an important content of the economic and trade co-
operation in Guangdong , Hong Kong, Macao , Taiwan.

Figure 7: Example of semantic frames in Chinese input and English MT output.

Table 4: SMT performance improvement with se-
mantic predicate and role consistency constraints.
Metric Baseline

translation
Enforcing consistent
semantic parses

BLEU 34.76 36.62
METEOR 63.5 65.9

beled semantic role are permitted to be re-ordered
such that a semantic parse of the re-ordered transla-
tion consistently matches the role label on the cor-
responding phrase in the input source sentence.

Second, if the translation of a predicate in the
input source sentence is missing in the output trans-
lation, then a translation of that predicate may be
added to the output translation such that, again, a
semantic parse of the translation consistently asso-
ciates it with the corresponding arguments for that
predicate.

6.2 Experimental results

The results, as shown in Table 4, show that favor-
ing semantic frame and role consistency across the
source input sentence and the output translation im-
proves BLEU and METEOR scores. The accuracy
improves on the order of two points, for both met-

rics.
The example of Figure 7 shows how two of

the constituent phrases are re-ordered.
It is worth noting that both BLEU and ME-

TEOR are still n-gram based metrics, which are
of limited accuracy at evaluating fine-grained se-
mantic distinctions in the translations. We suspect
that the enhancement in translation quality would
be evenmore obvious under utility-basedMT eval-
uation strategies; this is one main direction for fu-
ture research.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a series of experimental stud-
ies that illuminate more precisely the likely con-
tribution of semantic roles in improving statistical
machine translation accuracy. The experiments re-
ported studied several aspects key to success: (1)
the frequencies of types of SMT errors where se-
mantic parsing and role labeling could help, and
(2) if and where semantic roles offer more accurate
guidance to SMT than merely syntactic annotation,
and (3) the potential quantitative impact of realistic
semantic role guidance to SMT systems, in terms
of BLEU and METEOR scores. All sets of results
support the utility of shallow semantic parsing and
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semantic role labeling for improving certain lim-
ited but important aspects of SMT accuracy.

Our studies have focused on Chinese and En-
glish. Chinese and English are of course semanti-
cally very different, arising from their completely
unrelated origins in the Sino-Tibetan and European
language families. The effect is seen in the fact
that state-of-the-art machine translation accuracy
remains low for Chinese-English, even though in-
tensive research on other “difficult” language pairs
such as Arabic-English began far more recently.
We conjecture that similar or better results to those
reported in this paper would hold for most other
language pairs, especially where there are closer
correspondences in the semantic frame inventory
of the two languages.
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